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Abstract
Many pathogen life histories include a free-living stage, often with anatomical and physiological adaptations promoting persistence
outside of host tissues. More durable particles presumably require that the pathogen metabolize more resources per particle. Therefore,
we hypothesize functional dependencies, pleiotropic constraints, between the rate at which free-living particles decay outside of host
tissues and other pathogen traits, including virulence, the probability of infecting a host upon contact, and pathogen reproduction within
host tissues. Assuming that pathogen strains compete for hosts preemptively, we ﬁnd patterns in trait dependencies predicting whether or
not strain competition favors a highly persistent free-living stage.
r 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Pathogen life histories encompass remarkable diversity,
but hypothesized functional constraints linking within-host
growth rate and between-host infection dynamics suggest
organizing principles (Ewald, 1994; Ebert and Mangin,
1997; van Baalen, 2002). Deducing consequences of these
constraints leads to predictions that can advance our
understanding of host–parasite interactions (Frank, 1996;
Gandon et al., 2002; Caraco et al., 2006) and may indicate
policies moderating the impact of certain infectious
diseases (Dieckmann et al., 2002).
Most analyses of pathogen life histories address directcontact pathogens, and focus on ‘‘transmission-virulence’’
trade-offs (Massad, 1987; van Baalen and Sabelis, 1995;
Ganusov et al., 2002; Alizon and van Baalen, 2005). Directcontact pathogens are transmitted from an infectious to a
susceptible host before the former recovers or dies, since
the pathogen rapidly deteriorates outside host tissues.
Virulence, the increase in host mortality due to infection
(Bull, 1994; Ewald, 1994), may depend functionally on the
rate of infection transmission. A pathogen’s within-host
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replication rate should increase as it accelerates consumption of host resources. For a direct-contact pathogen, the
instantaneous rate of transmission between hosts should
increase with an increment in the propagule-generation
rate. But faster conversion of host resources also can
increase the host’s mortality rate, decreasing the expected
duration of the infectious period (similar arguments apply
to immune-driven recovery). Therefore, excessive virulence
might decrease the total number of infections transmitted
per infection, so that a trade-off between intensity and
duration of disease transmission induces selection for
intermediate virulence (Ebert, 1994; Lipsitch and Moxon,
1997; Messenger et al., 1999; van Baalen and Sabelis, 1995;
Gandon et al., 2001).
A number of ecologically or economically important
pathogens exhibit a more complex life history, where
transmission occurs via a distinct free-living stage (Zadoks
and Schein, 1979; Evans and Entwistle, 1987; Godfray et
al., 1997), rather than by direct contact. A free-living stage
may possess morphological and physiological adaptations
allowing it to endure lengthy periods without decaying
(Anderson and May, 1981; Dwyer, 1992; Setlow, 2007); the
pathogen consequently can persist through episodes of low
host density (Dwyer, 1994; Bonhoeffer et al., 1996;
Gandon, 1998). Our paper asks how interactions between
the decay rate of free-living infectious particles and other
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pathogen traits might affect the outcome of competition
between different pathogen strains.
1.1. Free-living particles: adaptation for persistence
Pathogens with a free-living stage should be adapted for
persistence outside of host tissues (see Dwyer, 1994;
Bonhoeffer et al., 1996). Setlow (2007) reviews ensporulation in the bacterial genera Bacillus and Clostridium. Each
genus includes human pathogens; Bacillus anthracis is
probably the most infamous. In Bacillus species, a complex
proteinaceous coat is layered on the spore’s exterior
surface. Some species, including the agent of anthrax, then
generate an exosporium, composed of proteins and
carbohydrates, outside the layered coat. In addition, small,
acid-soluble spore proteins are synthesized; they bind to
the cell’s DNA and protect it (Driks, 2002). The resulting
spore can persist for years, through wet and dry heat,
ultraviolet radiation, and exposure to chemicals that would
kill the growing form of the same microorganism (Setlow,
2007). However, the ensporulated pathogen’s response to
presentation of its host will be slow, and perhaps
inefﬁcient, since sporulation processes often must be
reversed before growth can occur (Leblanc and Lefebvre,
1984).
The Baculoviruses are probably the largest and most
diverse group of DNA viruses; more than 600 have been
identiﬁed as insect pathogens (Jehle et al., 2006). A number
of these viruses have been deployed as biological controls
in forestry or agriculture (Godfray et al., 1997). The
Baculoviridae comprise two genera, the granuloviruses
(GVs) and the nucleopolyhedroviruses (NPVs), distinguished by the structure of their free-living stage (IJkel
et al., 2000). Free viral particles must stabilize both their
genetic material and receptor-binding sites. Baculoviral
virions are embedded in a paracrystalline matrix of
proteins (Zhou et al., 1998). The resulting structure is
usually termed an occlusion body (Jehle et al., 2006). GV
occlusion bodies are small and usually contain only a single
virion. NPV occlusion bodies are larger structures containing many virions (IJkel et al., 2000). Occlusion bodies can
protect virions for lengthy periods, until consumption by
an insect larva leads to virion release and infection
(Anderson and May, 1981; Godfray et al., 1997). Presumably, greater investment in spores, occlusion bodies, or
similar structures in other microorganisms will decrease
their rate of decay. Our paper addresses plausible costs of a
reduced decay rate, with respect to pathogen-strain
competitiveness.
1.2. Background
Inclusion of a free-living stage in a pathogen’s life history
suggests trait interactions not likely found in directly
transmitted pathogens. For example, transmission via freeliving particles might relax dependence of the pathogen’s
reproductive success on the duration of infected-host

survival. As a consequence, selection could favor, or
permit, evolution of high virulence (Ewald, 1994). Some
recent theoretical results explore questions suggested by
this hypothesis; we brieﬂy summarize the models to deﬁne
a context for our analysis.
Bonhoeffer et al. (1996) assume that an individual host
can be infected by at most one pathogen strain. Infected
hosts release pathogen particles until they recover or die.
Given that infectious-particle production increases with
virulence, the authors ﬁnd that at endemic equilibrium
increased persistence of the free-living stage does not imply
an increase in the competitively optimal virulence level.
However, when host density ﬂuctuates and free-living
particles decay quickly, virulence can increase with greater
particle persistence; the impact of infectious-particle
persistence depends on the dynamic context of strain
competition (Bonhoeffer et al., 1996).
Gandon’s (1998) model permits coinfection of the same
host by two pathogen strains. The addition of within-host
competition, modulated by the level of relatedness between
pathogens, promotes faster host exploitation and greater
virulence. Gandon (1998) analyzes evolutionarily stable
virulence and dispersal (which drives between-host transmission). Generally, increased persistence of the pathogen’s
free-living stage favors greater virulence, as the general
hypothesis suggests.
Day’s (2002) model allows only a single pathogen strain
per infected host, and assumes that pathogen-particle
production increases with virulence. Disease transmission
occurs via direct contact between infectious and susceptible
hosts, as well as through free-living particles. The latter
may be released continuously for the duration of infection,
or as a burst upon death of an infected host (Ebert and
Weisser, 1997). Given the death-mediated particle burst,
the endemic density of susceptibles depends on particle
longevity, and increasing persistence of the free-living stage
can favor increased virulence. Kamo and Boots (2004)
demonstrate the signiﬁcance of spatial structure; particles
released from an infected host do not disperse beyond a
local neighborhood. When pathogen transmission and
virulence are linked functionally, low particle persistence
(rather than high) can favor greater virulence.
As in Bonhoeffer et al. (1996) and Day (2002), our model
assumes that a host can be infected by at most one
pathogen strain. Free-living particles may be released
during infection, produced as a burst upon death of the
host, or both; in this sense, our model resembles Day
(2002) and Kamo and Boots (2004). However, our analyses
contrast with previous studies in several ways. Most
importantly, we consider more general functional dependencies between pathogen traits. In particular, we focus on
hypothesized pleiotropic constraints directly involving the
rate at which free-living particles decay outside of host
tissues. We ask how these constraints might affect
pathogen evolution through preemptive strain competition
(Bremermann and Thieme, 1989; Rand et al., 1995;
Haraguchi and Sasaki, 2000). Between-host competition
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is preemptive when the ﬁrst pathogen strain infecting a host
prohibits infection of the same individual by any other
strain; see Castillo-Chavez and Velasco-Hernandez (1998)
or Gandon et al. (2001). Consequently, preemptive
competition permits neither coinfection nor superinfection
(Nowak and May, 1994; May and Nowak, 1995).
We organize the rest of the paper modularly. First, we
present dynamics for a host and pathogen with a free-living
stage. We identify equilibrium nodes and the conditions for
local stability. Second, we restrict attention to endemic
equilibria and focus on pathogen evolution. We hypothesize simple functional dependencies between pathogen
traits, emphasizing the rate of decay of free-living pathogen
particles, and ask how the shape (concavity or convexity)
of those constraints might impact strain competition.
Finally, we discuss alternatives and extensions to our
model’s assumptions.
2. Host–pathogen dynamics
St represents the density of susceptible hosts at time t. I t
is the density of infected hosts, and Pt represents the
density of free-living pathogen particles. The system’s
dynamics reﬂects the following assumptions; for elaboration, see the Discussion.






Susceptible, but not infected, hosts reproduce.
Susceptible hosts become infected only through contact with free-living pathogen particles (FLP).
No host can be infected by more than one pathogen
strain; no infected host recovers.
Depending on parameter values, an infected host may
shed FLP during the period of infection, may release a
burst of FLP at death, or both may occur.

Given these assumptions, consider the homogeneously
mixed dynamics for the host and a single strain:
S_ ¼ ðl  mÞS t  cðS t Þ2  aS t Pt ,

(1)

I_ ¼ aS t Pt  ðm þ vÞI t ,

(2)

P_ ¼ gI t þ bðm þ vÞI t  xPt  aðS t þ I t ÞPt ,

(3)

l is the maximal birth rate per host, and m is the host death
rate. c (c4 0) imposes crowding, hence host self-regulation.
a is the product of the rate at which hosts contact FLP and
the probability of infection given contact. v represents
virulence, additional host mortality due to disease. g is the
rate at which FLP are shed from an infected host; b is the
FLP burst released upon death of an infected host (Young
et al., 2000). x is the rate at which free-living particles
decay. The decay rate is independent of time (De Paepe and
Taddei, 2006); x1 is the expected longevity of each FLP.
We let r ¼ l  m40, and let y ¼ m þ v; y is the total
mortality rate of an infected host. We make a simpliﬁcation, common in models with free-living particles (e.g.,
Dwyer, 1992; Day, 2002), and assume that the rate of
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particle depletion by hosts has negligible impact on particle
dynamics. Dwyer (1994), referring to Anderson and May
(1981), offers justiﬁcation for this assumption. The
dynamics becomes:
S_ ¼ rS t  cðS t Þ2  aSt Pt ,

(4)

I_ ¼ aS t Pt  yI t ,

(5)

P_ ¼ ðg þ byÞI t  xPt .

(6)

Eqs. (4)–(6) have two boundary equilibria and one internal
(coexistence) equilibrium: (1) extinction of host and
pathogen, (2) persistence of the host at self-regulated,
disease-free equilibrium, and (3) endemic equilibrium
where host and pathogen persist. System extinction,
½S  I  P  ¼ ½0; 0; 0, is unstable for any r4 0, which is true
by deﬁnition. At disease-free equilibrium, host density rests
at carrying capacity, ½S  I  P  ¼ ½r=c; 0; 0. At endemic
equilibrium we have:
S ¼

yx
,
aðg þ byÞ

(7)

I ¼



x
r
cyx
 2
¼ P x=ðg þ byÞ,
g þ by a a ðg þ byÞ

(8)

P ¼

r
cyx

¼ ðr  cS  Þ=a.
a a2 ðg þ byÞ

(9)

In the absence of functional dependencies between parameters of the dynamics, we can immediately identify direct
ecological effects on equilibrium densities. If an infected
host does not shed FLP while alive, but an FLP burst is
released at the host’s death, then S ¼ ðx=abÞ. For this case
(g ¼ 0; b40), neither susceptible density nor equilibrium
infectious-particle density depends directly on virulence. If
an infected host sheds FLP, but no burst occurs at the
host’s death, S  ¼ ðxyÞ=ðagÞ. In this case (g40; b ¼ 0), the
duration of the infectious period has greater signiﬁcance
for the dynamics. The direct effect of increased virulence is
reduced density of both infected hosts and infectious
particles; susceptible density consequently increases. At
internal equilibrium, the direct effect of an increased FLP
decay rate x would be an increased susceptible density. But
these direct effects can be misleading; functional dependencies between parameters can alter ecological relationships as selection proceeds. The population dynamics, in
turn, deﬁnes selection pressures shaping pathogen evolution (van Baalen and Sabelis, 1995; Dieckmann, 2002). So,
we proceed by ﬁrst assuring dynamic stability of the
internal equilibrium, and then analyze selection on interdependent pathogen traits.
In passing, we note that if both susceptible and infected
hosts reproduce, and compete for the requisite resources,
the endemic equilibrium density of susceptibles remains
unchanged. That is, S  is still given by Eq. (7) if all
hosts reproduce. Consequently, predictions reached by
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minimizing S  may extend beyond the detailed assumptions of our model.
2.1. Ecological stability
The disease-free equilibrium is locally stable if r=coS  ;
see Appendix A. This condition implies that sufﬁciently
strong self-regulation in the host population prevents the
pathogen from advancing when rare (e.g., Caraco et al.,
1998, 2002). The pathogen invades an all-susceptible host
population if r=c4S . Given host density great enough for
invasion by the pathogen, Appendix A shows that endemic
equilibrium is locally stable if:
y þ x þ ðcyx=aðg þ byÞÞ aðg þ byÞ
4 2
.
r  ðcyx=aðg þ byÞÞ
c ðy þ xÞ

(10)

Either g (FLP shed rate) or b (burst size) can go to zero
without necessarily destabilizing endemic equilibrium.
Substitution in expression (10) yields a simpler condition
for local stability of a given endemic equilibrium; expression (10) is true if
ðc2 S  Þðy þ x þ cS  Þ4aP .

(11)

Before turning to pathogen-strain competition, note the
ecological effect of r, the host’s growth rate when rare.
Fig. 1 shows that for r40, but small, the host population
remains disease-free. At a critical r, which varies inversely
with expected particle persistence x1 , the pathogen can
invade and endemic equilibrium is locally stable. As r
103
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3. Pathogen strain competition
Hereafter we restrict S  to locally stable, endemic
equilibria. We assume that pathogen strains differing in
particle decay rate compete for access to hosts. Our model’s
construction implies that different strains compete only
between hosts; hence competition is preemptive (Bonhoeffer
et al., 1996; van Baalen, 2002). Preemptive competition favors
the strain reducing the equilibrium density of susceptibles to a
level where other strains infect too few hosts to advance when
rare. Consequently, preemptive competition does not admit
pathogen-strain coexistence at the epidemiological level
(Bremermann and Thieme, 1989; Day, 2002). The strain that
can invade, exclude and then repel all other strains exhibits an
evolutionarily stable strategy (an ESS; Maynard Smith,
1982). Note, however, that the question of competitive
exclusion/coexistence becomes more complex when the
dynamics includes either coinfection or superinfection (van
Baalen and Sabelis, 1995; Gandon, 1998; Adler and
Mosquera, 2000; Pugliese, 2002).
Our analysis concentrates on functional dependencies
(pleiotropic constraints) between FLP decay rate x and
other life-history parameters, since persistence outside of
hosts distinguishes free-living pathogens. First, we assume
that virulence v varies as a function of x. Second, we let a, a
quantiﬁcation of FLP infectiousness, depend on particle
decay rate. Then, we assume that the number of FLP
produced per infection varies with decay rate; that is, we
take particle-production rate g and burst size b as functions
of x. Finally, we vary both infectiousness a and virulence v
simultaneously as functions of x. Throughout, we assume
x 2 ½xmin ; xmax , recognizing that the expected longevity of
FLP can vary from minutes to decades (Leblanc and
Lefebvre, 1984; Cano and Borucki, 1995).
3.1. Curse of the pharaoh

DF
10-1

continues to increase, the inequality in expression (10) is
reversed, and endemic equilibrium becomes unstable. If
FLP decay rate varied independently of other pathogen
traits, increasing particle persistence could destabilize the
disease-free equilibrium and promote pathogen invasion.
Continued increase in x1 would eventually destabilize the
endemic node and induce density ﬂuctuations.

5

Fig. 1. Ecological stability depends on the host’s intrinsic rate of increase,
r, and on x1 , the expected persistence time of the free-living pathogen
particle. Near the origin, the disease-free equilibrium (DF) is stable. In the
region identiﬁed by S stable, the endemic equilibrium is locally stable. In
the region identiﬁed as S unstable, endemic equilibrium is no longer an
attractor. For most values of r where the host is free of disease, sufﬁcient
increase in FLP persistence leads to pathogen invasion. Any endemic
equilibrium can be destabilized by sufﬁcient increase in r. Parameter
values: a ¼ 0.03, b ¼ 15, g ¼ 15, y ¼ 0.35 and c ¼ 1.

Suppose that increasing the expected persistence time of
FLP requires that a pathogen convert more host resources
per particle produced (see De Paepe and Taddei, 2006). If
shed rate and burst size remain constant, the pathogen
must then accelerate consumption of the infected host’s
resources. The host may be further weakened if toxic byproducts of pathogen metabolism accumulate faster
(Henderson, 1999; Day, 2002). A likely result would be
greater virulence, and we hypothesize a functional dependence where virulence increases with expected persistence
time x1 . Equivalently, dv=dxo0. We ask if strain
competition favors more stable FLP that induce highly
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virulent infection, or faster-decaying FLP that induce less
virulent (perhaps chronic) infection, given the hypothesized
trait dependence.
By the monotonicity and sign of the hypothesized
dependence, dv=dxo0, we have vðxÞ 2 ½vðxmax Þ; vðxmin Þ ¼
½vmin ; vmax . For simplicity and speciﬁcity, we let
vðxÞ ¼ bv xs ; bv ; s40. Virulence declines convexly as FLP
decay rate increases; d2 v=dx2 40. For any s40, a given
reduction in the rate of host-resource consumption
decreases virulence more for severe infection than for more
benign disease.
The results we list for vðxÞ should apply qualitatively to
similarly shaped functional dependencies between virulence
and infectious-particle decay rate. Effectively, for a given
reduction in FLP decay rate, we take the increase in
expected persistence time (x1 ), and the consequent
increase in virulence, and then translate both to effects
on pathogen-strain competitiveness. An increase in FLP
decay rate can be favored through strain competition only
if trait interactions reduce susceptible density; i.e., when
qS  =qxo0. For our choice of vðxÞ, the ﬁrst step is
transparent. If 0oso1, virulence varies only slowly among
pathogen strains and is relatively large for x41. But if
s41, virulence changes faster among strains and is
relatively low for x41.
1. g ¼ 0; b40. Suppose that no FLP are shed from living
hosts, so that pathogen reproduction occurs only as a burst
following the death of each infected host (Ebert and
Weisser, 1997). Then, S simpliﬁes to ðx=abÞ. Strain
competition minimizes S  , so that any reduction in FLP
decay rate is favored, and x ! xmin . Given the hypothesized dependence of virulence and FLP persistence,
virulence increases; vðxÞ ! vmax .
The notion that high survival of a pathogen’s free-living
stage decreases the evolutionary cost of high virulence
(Ewald, 1994) is called the ‘‘curse of the pharaoh’’
hypothesis (e.g., Bonhoeffer et al., 1996; Gandon, 1998).
When we let g ¼ 0 in our model, extending the duration of
an infected host’s life beyond the minimal time to produce
an FLP burst has no value to the pathogen, since no
infectious particles are shed before the host dies (Ebert and
Weisser, 1997; Day, 2002). Increased virulence does not
impair strain competitiveness, because S does not depend
directly on vðxÞ. Minimizing the density of susceptibles
favors maximal expected persistence of the free-living
stage. P , the equilibrium density of infectious particles,
increases with any increase in FLP persistence.
2. g40; b ¼ 0. Suppose now that FLP are shed
continuously during the period of infection, and no burst
occurs upon death of an infected host. For this case, S  =
x½m þ vðxÞ=ag. Substituting the functional dependence of
virulence on x and differentiating yields
qS  m þ bv ð1  sÞxs
¼
.
qx
ag

(12)

If 0oso1, then qS  =qx40. Strain competition always
favors a reduced decay rate in the free-living stage, since S
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declines. Virulence increases via the functional dependence
on x. When so1, virulence changes relatively slowly as
decay rate varies; see below. Greater FLP persistence
increases pathogen-strain competitiveness more than enough to offset reproduction lost through reducing the
duration of shedding; x ! xmin and vðxÞ ! vmax .
If s41, virulence increases more rapidly as the FLP
decay rate declines. Strains with a given difference in
expected free-living persistence time differ more in virulence than is true for so1. Given the hypothesized
functional dependence vðxÞ, differentiation indicates that
x^ ¼ ½bv ðs  1Þ=m1=s 40


(13)

minimizes S , and so is an ESS. The corresponding
virulence is v^ ¼ ðm=bv Þðs  1Þ1 . A greater background
host-mortality rate (m) implies that the evolutionarily stable
pathogen has a lower FLP decay rate and a greater
virulence. Recall that virulence should increase with the
host’s background mortality in directly transmitted pathogens constrained by a infection rate-virulence trait dependence (Sasaki et al., 1991; Gandon and Michalakis, 2000;
Alizon and van Baalen, 2005). When s41 in our model, a
reduction in decay rate below x^ increases virulence so
rapidly that the loss of pathogen reproduction through
shedding imposes a competitive cost exceeding any gain
due to longer FLP persistence. Strain competition favors
an intermediate virulence, as a consequence of favoring an
intermediate persistence of the free-living stage.
When an infected host sheds the pathogen’s free-living
stage, but no burst occurs at the host’s death, the outcome
of strain competition depends on the value of s, under our
hypothesized vðxÞ. For a clearer biological characterization,
consider the ratio of virulence to the FLP’s expected
persistence time, x1 . Designating the ratio r, we have
dr=dx ¼ ð1  sÞv. If so1, the ratio of virulence to
persistence always increases as x increases. Different strains
have similar virulences, and selection reduces r by favoring
any reduction in the FLP decay rate. If s41, the ratio of
virulence to persistence always decreases as x increases.
Virulence differs more among strains, and selection via
strain competition favors an intermediate decay ratevirulence combination.
3. g40; b40. We now include both shedding and an
FLP burst at death of infected hosts. For this case Eq. (7)
gives S  . We set bv ¼ 1 for notational simplicity; the
rescaling has no effect on qualitative predictions. If
soscrit , where scrit 41, qS =qx40. Therefore, x ! xmin ,
and vðxÞ ! vmax under strain competition. For soscrit ,
differences among strains in virulence are relatively small.
Hence, reductions in FLP decay rate are favored; longer
persistence of infectious particles increases competitiveness
more than is lost by reducing the duration of the shedding
period. The value of scrit depends on b, g, and m. In
particular, scrit increases as burst size b grows (see below).
Now suppose s4scrit , where among-strain variation in
virulence is greater. For sufﬁciently large ðxmax  xmin Þ, we
ﬁnd two stationary points x1 and x2 . The larger, x2 ,
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40

Endemic Susceptibles S*

35
30

reduce the likelihood of responding to host resources/
tissues, or may (on average) delay the infectious particle’s
response to its host. Therefore, we can imagine that
increasing FLP longevity reduces the pathogen’s probability of infecting a susceptible upon contact. In terms of
model parameters, da=dx40. We ask if strain competition
favors a highly persistent, but relatively inert free-living
stage, or faster decaying, but highly infectious particles.
For any fgX0; b40g or fg40; bX0g, susceptible density
at endemic equilibrium has the form S  ¼ f ðy; g; bÞx=a,
where f ðy; g; bÞ ¼ c is a positive constant. For any
continuous functional dependence aðxÞ, we have:

mu = 0.5, beta = 10
mu = 0.05, beta = 10
mu = 0.5, beta = 1

25
20
15
10

ac1 ðqS  =qxÞ ¼ 1  ðx=aÞda=dx.

5
0
0.1

1
Particle Decay Rate

10

Fig. 2. Optimal particle decay rate minimizes endemic susceptible density.
For solid line, m ¼ 0.5 and b ¼ 10. S reaches a local minimum at x^ 2 ,
but S minimized globally at xmin . Therefore, most competitive strain has
minimal FLP decay rate. Dashed line shows effect of reducing host
mortality rate m to 0.05. S is minimized globally at x^ 2 , where 1 ox^ 2 o 10.
Dotted line shows effect of reducing FLP burst size to b ¼ 1. S is
minimized globally at x^ 2 . Other parameter values: a ¼ 0.01, bv ¼ 1, g ¼
20 and s ¼ 3.

minimizes S  locally, and often globally. S  takes a
minimal value at:
x^ 2 ¼ ½ð2ma1 Þ1 ðg1=2 ½gðs2 þ 1Þ  2sa2 1=2
þ gðs  1Þ  2bmÞ1=s ,

ð14Þ

where a1 ¼ ðg þ bmÞ and a2 ¼ ðg þ 2bmÞ. The outcome of
strain competition depends on comparison of S  ðx^ 2 Þ with
boundary conditions. If S  ðx^ 2 ÞofS  ðxmin Þ; S  ðxmax Þg, then
x^ 2 minimizes S globally, and so is an ESS; strain
competition favors an intermediate decay rate-virulence
combination. Otherwise, x evolves to either its minimal or
maximal value (see Fig. 2); for these cases, larger bm
increases the likelihood that x ! xmin .
If x^ 2 minimizes S , virulence at the evolutionarily stable
decay rate decreases with s. When s is sufﬁciently large,
virulence responds relatively quickly to variation in x.
Strain competition favors an intermediate decay rate and
virulence; at maximal FLP persistence the cost of
reproduction lost by reduced shedding diminishes competitiveness. Fixing s, increases in burst size b, or higher levels
of background host mortality (increases in m) reduce the
value to the pathogen of reproducing through shedding;
strain competition consequently favors longer FLP persistence and greater virulence.
3.2. Less infectious, more persistent particles
As noted above, complex, rigid structures protect
bacterial spores and the infectious stage of many Baculoviruses. Essential for FLP persistence, these structures may

(15)

We simplify by assuming proportionality: a / xs ; s40.
Then qS  =qx / ð1  sÞc=a. If so1, a increases as a
concave function of x. For our assumed functional
dependence, concavity implies that qS  =qx40. Then,
x ! xmin , and aðxÞ ! aðxmin Þ ¼ amin under strain competition. so1 implies that attack rate does not vary strongly
among strains with quite different rates of FLP decay.
Persistence can be increased with only a relatively small
cost due to lower attack rate; strain competition prefers
increased longevity, with reduced infectiousness, in the
free-living stage.
If s41, a increases as a convex function of x; attack
rates are now relatively large (for x41) and vary more
among competing pathogen strains. qS  =qxo0 for any
such aðxÞ, and strain competition reduces S by increasing
FLP decay rate. The outcome of strain competition is
reversed; x ! xmax , and aðxÞ ! amax . A rapidly decaying,
highly infectiousness particle results.
3.3. Less numerous, more persistent particles
Suppose that increasing FLP longevity requires an
increase in particle mass; hence, the pathogen must invest
more resources per particle. Maintaining the same rate of
host-resource consumption (i.e., leaving virulence constant) should then imply that more persistent particles will
be less numerous. In our model’s terms, the hypothesized
functional dependence becomes dg=dx40, and/or
db=dx40. Essentially, the pathogen faces antagonistic
pleiotropy between size and number (quality and quantity)
of its ‘‘offspring’’ (e.g., Emlen, 1984; Roughgarden, 1998).
1. The cases where (g ¼ 0; b40) or (g40; b ¼ 0) are
essentially the same problem. For each, equilibrium
susceptible density has the form S  ¼ f ða; yÞx=R, where
f ða; yÞ is a positive constant. R ¼ b if g ¼ 0, and R ¼ g if
b ¼ 0. S / x=R, and dR=dx40 in both cases. The
problem has the same form as ða; xÞ-interaction addressed
above. To develop a different approach, we proceed to the
general case where both shed rate and burst size are
positive.
2. When g40 and b40, the expected total number of
particles produced per infected host is N ¼ b þ gðm þ vÞ1
¼ b þ ðg=yÞ. Let m represent the mass of each FLP
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produced. More massive particles will persist longer, so
that x1 m; see De Paepe and Taddei (2006) for an
example. We shall approximate N as a function of m, m as
a function of x, and then write the resulting expression for
qS  =qx.
De Paepe and Taddei (2006) summarize among-species
pattern in bacteriophage life histories (see Bull, 2006). We
assume these relationships apply generally. Given that our
hypothesized functional dependence leaves a and y ﬁxed,
pathogen generation length is then ﬁxed, and we can take
N as surrogate for multiplication rate. De Paepe and
Taddei (2006) report that the logarithm of multiplication
rate declines linearly in particle mass; the resulting
approximation in our model’s terms is N  N max efm ;
f40. Since f should depend on processes within host
tissues, greater suppression of infection by the host should
increase f. For a given FLP mass, a larger f results in
production of fewer infectious particles.
De Paepe and Taddei (2006) also plot observed estimates
of decay rate as a function of particle mass. The data
suggest a hyperbolic relationship, so we assume xm ¼ Z;
the functional dependence is mðxÞ ¼ Z=x. The value of Z
should depend on environmental factors (outside of host
tissues) that challenge FLP persistence. Z will increase as
the environment grows more severe, since a particle of
given mass decays faster as Z increases.
Given the preceding assumptions, we have:
(16)

Then g þ yb ¼ yN max efZ=x . Substituting the latter expression into Eq. (7) for S  yields:
S   ðx=aN max ÞefZ=x .

Substituting and differentiating, we have:
qS
1
¼ a ½mð1  sa Þ þ ð1  sv  sa Þxsv .
gx
qx

0.8

(17)

Differentiating, we ﬁnd that x^ ¼ fZ, an ESS in the sense
that it minimizes the approximation for S . Strain
competition should favor particles of intermediate persistence (intermediate mass) produced in intermediate numbers, under the hypothesized functional dependence. As the
physical environment becomes more harsh, or as hosts
better suppress infection, the most competitive pathogen
should increase the number of particles produced per
infection, and accept the cost of an increased FLP decay
rate.
3.4. A three-trait functional interaction
Here we assume that packaging the free-living stage for
extended longevity affects both infectiousness and virulence. An exterior structure protecting each FLP presumably reduces the pathogen’s infectiousness upon contact, as
addressed above. The increased investment in FLP exterior
protection might deplete host resources faster, and so
accelerate infected-host mortality. Therefore, we take
qa=qx40, and qv=qxo0.
To give our hypothesis some form, we let aðxÞ ¼ xsa , and
let vðxÞ ¼ xsv ; sa ; sv 40. We restrict attention to FLP
production via shedding, so that S ¼ x½m þ vðxÞ=gaðxÞ.

(18)

Suppose that both attack rate and virulence change so
slowly relative to change in decay rate that ðsa þ sv Þo1.
Then qS  =qx40. Under strain competition, x ! xmin ,
implying that aðxÞ ! amin and vðxÞ ! vmax . Functional
relationships where ðsa þ sv Þo1 favor a highly persistent,
slowly reactive free-living stage, that produces highly
virulent infections.
Next, we let ðsa þ sv Þ41, but retain the assumption that
ðsa o1Þ. The decay rate exhibts an ESS at:

1=sv
^x ¼ sa þ sv  1
.
(19)
mð1  sa Þ


A few steps show that q2 S =qx2 x^ 40, assuring that x^
minimizes S  .
Finally, if ðsa 41Þ, then qS =qxo0. Under strain
competition, x ! xmax , implying that aðxÞ ! amax and
vðxÞ ! vmin . The result is an (almost) avirulent, but highly
infectious pathogen that decays very rapidly outside of host
tissues. Fig. 3 shows an example of each case.
Pathogen attack rate and virulence might each depend
on decay rate of the free-living form. The assumptions
about functional dependence suggest that if both infectiousness and virulence vary relatively slowly with FLP
decay rate, strain competition favors a highly resistant freeliving stage that produces virulent infection. As infectiousness and virulence together vary more rapidly with a

0.7
Endemic Susceptible Density S*

b þ ðg=yÞ ¼ N  N max efm ¼ N max efZ=x .
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0.6
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0.1
0.1

1
Particle Decay Rate

10

Fig. 3. Strain competition minimizes endemic susceptible density. Dashed
line: sa ¼ 0:3 and sv ¼ 0:6. Endemic susceptible density S increases
strictly monotonically in decay rate x. Solid line: sa ¼ 0:3 and sv ¼ 1:2.
^ given by Eq. (19). Dotted
Endemic susceptible density S minimized at x,
line: sa ¼ 1:2 and sv ¼ 0:3. Endemic susceptible density declines strictly
monotonically in x. Parameters: m ¼ 0:5 and g ¼ 5.
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change in FLP decay rate, strain competition favors
intermediate persistence of the free-living stage, and
intermediate virulence follows. When infectiousness becomes a convex function of decay rate, strain competition
favors a highly infectious, rapidly decaying pathogen with
low virulence.
4. Discussion
Many viral, bacterial and fungal pathogens have an
infectious stage capable of free existence spanning more
than one generation of its host (Dwyer, 1994). Ecologically,
inclusion of a free-living stage in the pathogen life cycle can
separate time scales of within-host reproduction and
between-host transmission, complicating the host–pathogen dynamics. Vector-borne pathogens may have to adapt
to differing biologies of their host and living vector, and the
difference presumably demands evolutionary compromise
(Ciota et al., 2007). Pathogens with a free-living stage face
parallel challenges, since adaptations advancing the rate of
host exploitation might impair the free-living form’s
persistence. Given this general assumption, we developed
some new, simply stated hypotheses concerning functional
interaction of pathogen life-history traits. A few studies
assume that increased transmission necessarily increases
virulence and then ask how selection might proceed as FLP
persistence varies independently (Bonhoeffer et al., 1996).
Our approach is different, and more general, in that
elements of a set of pathogen life-history traits vary as a
function of FLP decay rate itself.
Our analysis yields a number of predictions for pathogen
traits evolving in response to preemptive strain competition. Table 1 summarizes the main results. The predicted
positive association between FLP persistence and virulence
appears in other models (Gandon, 1998; Kamo and Boots,

2004), as a consequence of different assumptions. The
intuitive prediction that pathogens reproducing more
through a particle burst at host death, and less through
shedding during infection, should induce virulent disease
has appeared previously (Ebert and Weisser, 1997; Day,
2002; Kamo and Boots, 2004). Half of our predictions
follow from hypothesized interaction between FLP decay
rate and traits other than virulence; these results apparently
are novel.
Several of our hypotheses mirror classic life-history
theory in that concavity versus convexity of dependence
between ﬁtness-related traits can generate contrasting
predictions (Schaffer, 1974, 1978). Taking infectiousness
as an example, concavity of functional dependence
ðd2 a=dx2 o0Þ implies that strain competition can reduce
FLP decay rate (increase persistence) with relatively small
reduction in infectiousness. The most competitive strain
then minimizes decay rate and infectiousness. A convex
functional dependence ðd2 a=dx2 40Þ implies that infectiousness increases faster than decay rate, and the most
competitive pathogen strain maximizes decay rate (minimizes persistence) and maximizes infectiousness.
Our model can be extended to consider pathogen-strain
competition under coinfection (May and Nowak, 1995; van
Baalen and Sabelis, 1995) where different strains simultaneously exploit the same host individual, and under
superinfection (Levin and Pimentel, 1981; Nowak and
May, 1994; Castillo-Chavez and Velasco-Hernandez, 1998;
Gandon et al., 2002) where one pathogen strain can evict
another from individual hosts. Each of these processes
adds within-host competition to between-host competition,
complicating the evolutionary dynamics (Adler and Mosquera, 2000). Furthermore, since pathogen transmission
often occurs only across local neighborhoods (Satō et al.,
1994; Duryea et al., 1999; Caraco et al., 2001) a complete

Table 1
Summary of predictionsa
x-Dependence

Context

Parameter

Prediction

vxs
vxs

g ¼ 0, b40
g40, b ¼ 0

vxs

g; b40

s40
0oso1
s41
s small
s large
0oso1
s41
0oso1
s41
0oso1
s41

Persistence " virulence "
Persistence " virulence "
Persistence 2 virulence 2
Persistence " virulence "
ESS varies with parameters
Persistence " infectiousness #
Persistence # infectiousness "
Persistence " shed rate #
Persistence # shed rate "
Persistence " burst size #
Persistence # burst size "
Persistence, FLP mass, FLP number 2
Number greater in harsh environment
Infectiousness # persistence " virulence "
Infectiousness 2 persistence 2 virulence 2
Infectiousness " persistence # virulence #

axs
gxs

b¼0

bxs

g¼0

ln½g þ bx1

FLP mass x1

axsa ; vxsv

0osa þ sv o1
sa þ sv 41
sa þ sv 41

a

sa ; sv 40
0osa o1
sa 41

First column shows trait’s functional dependence via its scaling with FLP decay rate x. v is virulence, a is infectiousness, g is shed rate, and b is burst
size; s-values shape trait interactions. " indicates that strain competition favors increase in a trait, 2 indicates that strain competition favors an
intermediate optimal trait value, and # indicates that strain competition favors reduction in a trait.
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theory for evolution of disease requires modeling of spatial
processes (Claessen and de Roos, 1995; Caraco et al., 2006;
Boots and Mealor, 2007) or contact-network transmission
(Keeling, 2005). Not surprisingly, development of hypotheses concerning dependence between traits of pathogens
has outpaced empirical tests, but the latter are increasing
(e.g., Ebert, 1994; Ebert and Mangin, 1997; Mackinnon
and Read, 1999; McKean and Nunney, 2005).
The density of free-living particles resembles, to some
extent, a plant population’s seed bank (e.g., Solbrig et al.,
1988), and we can draw a parallel between FLP persistence
and seed dormancy. Variation in the waiting time until seed
gemination may respond adaptively to temporal variation
in habitat quality (Venable and Brown, 1988); persistence
in the seed bank increases the likelihood that at least some
seeds will germinate when conditions for growth are good.
FLP persistence may sometimes allow a pathogen to
moderate the dynamic risk imposed by host-density
ﬂuctuations, so that at least some new infections occur
when the density of susceptibles is high.
We close by commenting on some of our assumptions.
We let host self-regulation suppress reproduction, while
mortality depended only on infection status; see Dwyer
(1994) for a different host dynamics. We restricted host
reproduction to susceptibles. We deﬁned the virulence
parameter v as an increase in the mortality rate of infected
hosts, but loss (or reduction) of fecundity as a consequence
of infection constitutes disease virulence. For elaboration,
see Haraguchi and Sasaki (2000) or O’Keefe and Antonovics (2002).
Limiting host reproduction to susceptibles articulates
our model with host–pathogen systems involving bacteria
and bacteriophage (Young et al., 2000; Wang, 2006). For
phage that infect Escherichia coli, De Paepe and Taddei
(2006) describe a genome-size basis for intraspeciﬁc
variation in FLP decay rate. Free-living phage virions
package their genome within a capsid structure. Charge
repulsion between neighboring nucleic-acid segments
stresses the capsid’s integrity; a particle decays when
internal forces, interacting with the physical environment,
destabilize the capsid (Kindt et al., 2001). Smaller
genomes (deletion mutants) decrease the internal force,
and so increase virion persistence (Rubenstein, 1968; De
Paepe and Taddei, 2006). Genome-size differences modulating FLP decay rate might affect other traits, inducing
among-strain differences that could be explored experimentally.
We studied pathogen evolution via strain competition,
and left the host phenotype static. Genetic variation among
hosts sometimes promotes diversity among pathogens
(Kirchner and Roy, 2000). In certain fungal infections of
plants, different pathogen genotypes specialize on different
host genotypes (Crute et al., 1997). More generally, host
capacities to resist infection, reduce virulence, and recover
from disease may co-evolve with pathogen traits. See, e.g.,
Frank (1993), Bowers and Hodgkinson (2001), Gandon
et al. (2002), Weitz et al. (2005) or Lambrechts et al. (2006).
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Finally, we proposed that a pathogen’s elaborated
external structure enhances FLP persistence, but can
reduce the chance of infecting a susceptible upon contact.
However, certain pathogens’ external structures might
increase infectiousness through adhesion to host tissues,
and may further inhibit the host immune system from
attacking the pathogen; see Doering (2000).
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Appendix A
A.1. Disease-free equilibrium
The Jacobian at the disease-free equilibrium ½S  I  P  ¼
½r=c; 0; 0 is
2
3
r
0
ar=c
6 0
y
ar=c 7
4
5.
0 g þ by
x
The resulting characteristic equation is
hr
i
0 ¼ r3 þ r2 ðr þ y þ xÞ þ r ðy þ x  a½g þ byÞ þ yx
c
r
þ ½cyx  arðg þ byÞ,
ð20Þ
c
where r is an eigenvalue. The ﬁrst condition for local
stability of the disease-free equilibrium requires
ðr þ y þ xÞ40, which holds by parameter deﬁnitions. The
two remaining conditions are fulﬁlled whenever:
r=co

xðm þ vÞ
.
aðg þ b½m þ vÞ

(21)

Substituting the deﬁnition y ¼ m þ v shows that the righthand side of the last inequality is the density of susceptible
hosts at endemic equilibrium; see Eq. (7) in the text.
A.2. Endemic equilibrium
The Jacobian at endemic equilibrium, Eqs. (7)–(9) in the
text, is
2
3
cS 
0
aS
6 r  cS 
y
aS  7
4
5,
0
g þ by
x
where S  ¼ yx=aðg þ byÞ. The associated characteristic
equation is
0 ¼ r3 þ r2 ðy þ x þ cS  Þ þ rðcS ½y þ xÞ
þ S ðcyx þ ½g þ by½ar  2acS  Þ,

ð22Þ
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where r is an eigenvalue. The ﬁrst condition for local
stability of endemic equilibrium requires ðy þ x þ cS  Þ40,
which holds by deﬁnition of model parameters. The second
condition reduces to S  or=c. That is, the density of
susceptibles at disease-free equilibrium must be high
enough for invasion by the pathogen. The last condition
for local stability is
y þ x þ cS 
ðy þ xÞ4aðg þ byÞ=c2 .
r  cS 

(23)

Substituting the right-hand side of Eq. (7) for S  yields
expression (10) in the text.
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